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“All our knowledge has its origins in our perceptions.” 
—Leonardo da Vinci1

Leonardo da Vinci should have been a youth pastor. I 
can’t think of another person in history who pursued 

so many different disciplines in one lifetime. Painter, car-
tographer, sculptor, engineer, architect, musician, mathe-
matician, scientist, inventor, anatomist, geologist, bota-
nist, and writer—all came from one person. Aren’t youth 
workers asked to wear as many different hats too? Pastor, 
theologian, prayer warrior, teacher, counselor, arbitra-
tor, speaker, entertainer, comedian, musician, designer, 
marketing guru, social networking expert, and all around 
merchant of cool: all characterize the prototypical youth 
pastor. At least that’s the view of most: churches looking 
to hire someone to run the youth program, parents want-
ing a spiritual leader for their children, and youth looking 
for someone they can relate to.

Of all the possible fulfilling careers da Vinci could 
have found, he was really just an artist, although no one 
is just anything. No title can completely summarize any 
person, right? Da Vinci’s powers of observation are what 
made him great. This one trait put him head and shoul-
ders above others in many fields. Just take a look at the 
background of the Mona Lisa. The background of por-
traits today with its gray washes of anti-color can’t touch 
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da Vinci’s eye for detail. This attention to each particular 
attribute shows the essential characteristic of any artist—
perspective.

Perspective personalizes everything and, though it 
can be enhanced, it can’t be taught. Most local commu-
nity centers teach art classes. They cover the basic ways 
to appreciate art, offering techniques that painters, sculp-
tors, and other artists use to create masterpieces. Those 
skills can heighten an artist’s perspective, but they are no 
substitute for it.

This book will offer methods of discipleship, but it 
will only be as effective as your own ability and will-
ingness to see. As a youth worker, you have to have the 
desire to look closely at young adults and see them as 
God’s works of art, which he names all of us in Ephe-
sians 2:10. “We are God’s masterpiece,” writes Paul the 
apostle. This book shares techniques that reveal that art 
in others if you are open to look closely for them.

To do this, you will refine how you see people, start-
ing with yourself. Perspective comes from within. It 
highlights our unique way of viewing life. When I walk 
through a museum, I observe each painting, but what I 
really see is the artist beneath the surface. Take Monet’s 
Water Lilies, for example. It conveys a sense of motion 
through his use of impressionism. Details run together 
with washes of color. Though the subject of the painting 
is a flower, it’s the artist’s take on it that gets my atten-
tion.

Discipleship

I hate to even begin this section using the “D” word, 
but it’s in the title, so I have to address it at some point. 
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My editor would probably write me a nasty note if I 
didn’t include it somewhere. I can’t think of a more 
loaded word in the church describing as many different 
activities as da Vinci had career opportunities. It might 
mean a Bible study, small group, fellowship event, spiri-
tual formation, or any random event held in the church. 
While these activities are present in discipleship, they 
miss its essence. For the purpose of this book, making 
disciples will refer to the process where one person helps 
to reveal God’s created purpose in another, regardless 
of how a person may respond. It makes use of many 
disciplines covered very well in many wonderful books. 
Unlike those books, I want to guide you through several 
other ways that disciples grow into works of art. I don’t 
want to paint over what is already there. Instead I want 
to open up disciples to the possibility that they have an 
identity already inside them. Taking away superimposed 
outcomes, responding to them instead of a pre-planned 
study, and allowing them to search for themselves are the 
foundations of discipleship. I am intent on growing your 
vision of guiding teenagers into practicing their faith 
from their core identity.

If disciples really are God’s art, we can’t claim much 
in the way of making them. No teenager arrives as a 
blank canvas. In making disciples, we’re much more 
like a curator or restorer who sees the individual brush 
strokes making up the whole of a painting. From cut-
ting an edge to stippling to feathering in, each touch of 
the bristles paints a picture. Revealing these lines often 
begins with cleaning mold or dirt from the face of the 
art. After that, cracks and peeling paint are repaired. The 
final step is applying a protective finish to the painting 
so it can be viewed once more. All of these techniques 
are used in revealing the original work of art. It requires 
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a trained eye. That’s very close to the art of discipling I 
will write about in later pages.

These steps in the process are the building blocks 
of what I have practiced, and what I have seen Jesus do 
in the lives of his followers. Like his Heavenly Father, 
Jesus was an artist. He could see what lay beneath the 
surface, as a skilled sculptor could. His sight informed 
the process of helping people live as God’s masterpiece. 
Vision comes first, before any technique is necessary. As 
Jesus saw each person, he saw that person connected to 
God’s hand. He could see a person’s unique identity, cre-
ated for a reason. Artists don’t arbitrarily begin working 
without something in mind before they start to work. 

Reading the Gospels, you might even say Jesus was 
a frustrated artist. How often did he offer stern correc-
tion to Peter, who just couldn’t help but blurt out the first 
thing in his mind? Or the two brothers who sent their 
mother to ask favors of Jesus? Scripture implies a lot of 
head-shaking from Jesus. I can just imagine it as he says, 
“Oh you of little faith.” It began many of his teachings. 

Though he was the Son of God, Jesus knew he 
couldn’t force those men to use their faith. Living as 
God’s workmanship comes from within. Instead, he 
explained to them the nature of faith and how they indi-
vidually were gifted to live it.

So much of Jesus’ work was in chipping away all 
the rubble hindering each person from being God’s mas-
terpiece and from living a life of faith. Since we know 
Jesus was fully God and fully man, we can see examples 
of him as an artist. The account of creation, the inspired 
songbook of the Psalms, and even an analogy of God as a 
potter (Jeremiah 18:1-4, Romans 9:21, Isaiah 45:9) show 
him to be the ultimate creative. Discipleship is no differ-
ent. It’s art.
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The practices in this book will expand your perspec-
tive and bring out details you may have yet to think 
about. Some of these you will have already concluded 
yourself. Hopefully, reading this book will affirm what 
you have already discovered.

 
Youth

When I first thought of writing this book, I didn’t 
think it should focus on youth, though most of the prac-
tices I would write about come from my work with 
teenagers. These principles could be used with a person 
of any age. It just happens, though, that the period of 
pre-adulthood is the most formative time for identity to 
develop. 

As young adults take a few steps towards indepen-
dence, they look for affirmation around them about the 
decisions they make. Affirmation is often totally random, 
but weight is given to random affirmations regardless of 
their truth or benefit. Many teenagers become caricatures 
of their peers, family, or lifestyle because of these ran-
dom bits of needed approval. They try on new exagger-
ated personas, making them seem schizophrenic at times. 
One day they wear Abercrombie and the next day, Hot 
Topic. They want to see themselves as art, but they have 
little direction in that discovery and even less confidence.

 Youth ministry is built on the idea that each person 
comes to a youth group meeting for a reason. The seeds 
of discipleship find fertile soil in the hearts of young 
adults. They want to be revealed as something amaz-
ing. Youth ministry embraces this vision for teenagers. It 
can’t help but to see the best in them and try to get them 
to see it for themselves.
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Student ministry can be summarized in one idea: stu-
dents are God’s workmanship. The art of discipling them 
simply reveals those individual details for them and ev-
eryone else to see.


